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To whom it may concern,  
 
After a discussion amongst its members, the Westwood High School, Junior 
Campus (WWJR) Governing Board would like to recommend that, with regards 
to the current MSC consultation, the LBPSB pay particular attention to the briefs 
submitted by the key constituents of the schools to be directly affected by the 
proposed changes. 
 
Given the infrequency of MSCs and the opportunity they represent to make 
suggestions about major changes in any school or region in the Board, the 
Governing Board of WWJR would like to make the following suggestions not 
directly relating to the changes suggested in the official MSC document: 

 LBPSB should possibly reconsider “community” high schools in an effort 
to better distribute school populations and cut on transportation costs. It is 
nonsensical to bus children further past empty schools to crowded ones. 
Yes, perhaps certain school populations should be consolidated but 
perhaps it is time to reconsider the open boundaries approach when it 
comes to high schools, particularly with regards to students following a 
general program.  

 With specific regards to the off island community, particularly Vaudreuil-
Dorion, we feel that the Board should re-evaluate transportation zones to 
better distribute students between WWJR/WWSR and MacDonald High, 
which is presently at capacity. At the moment, students from certain 
sectors of Vaudreuil are bussed to MacDonald High who could just as 
easily be bussed to Westwood High, which is not currently at capacity.  

 In an effort to better serve the off-island community and to further draw 
students to our school and our Board as a whole, we feel that the LBPSB 
should consider offering Vocational and Adult Education Courses in the 
Area.  The nearest Centre offering such studies is not easily accessible to 
the off-island population and, with the growing student population, we feel 
that this option would be beneficial.  Likewise, perhaps offering an 
alternative program such as independent/project based learning might be 
an idea. We suggest that LBPSB survey the parents of the children 
currently enrolled in their schools to see what type of programs would 
interest them. 

We thank you for your consideration in this matter and remain at your disposition 
should you wish to further discuss our ideas.  

Kind regards, 

Tanja Minisini 
 
Governing Board Chair 
Westwood High School, Junior Campus 
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